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Foreword by CII

Sound financial conditions in an economy play an intrinsic role in determining
monetary stability and thus proper functioning of the financial economy. Industry and
the Financial Sector, including both domestic and foreign investors, are quite upbeat
about the India Growth Story.
India’s macroeconomic situation has improved considerably since 2013. A combination
of global factors and concerted domestic policy decisions have helped in improving the
macro-economic fundamentals of our economy as also in building additional buffers
against future uncertainties.
The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has recently announced the first set of differentiated
bank licences to 11 applicants to set up payments banks, which is expected to be a
revolutionary step. As the economy grows and its needs become more complex, a
variety of participants should be permitted to facilitate growth. The induction of these
new banks—which include a mix of large companies, leading telecom companies
and new-age technology companies—into the financial sector is an important step
towards fulfilling the vision of ubiquitous access to a bank account and payments
services by all.
Eastern India witnessed the birth of a new private bank – Bandhan Bank Ltd- the first
to come up after independence and the first microfinance entity to go mainstream.
Bandhan Bank has entered a sector that is evolving rapidly with innovations such as
digital payments, and now payments banks are also coming to take banking sector in
the next generation.
In the past few months, it is seen that many large banks have launched a slew of
payments-focused apps and services. Banks are innovating to make account opening a
two-minute ritual instead of an arduous process involving many documents and paper
work. With new kinds of entities in the financial sector, the economy is witnessing
active collaborations between banks. Many banks have already announced tie-ups
with the new payments banks. There is much more initiative demonstrated to see how
respective strengths of various institutions can be leveraged to create synergies with
larger impact and better outcomes.
The level of existing and potential non-performing assets (NPAs) in banks is one of the
biggest problems being faced by the Indian economy today, which can derail growth.
With the Reserve Bank of India’s recent circular on the framework for dealing with loan
frauds, the role of forensic audits will become even more critical as it would enable
identifying the intent of decision makers, thereby addressing the stress in the sector.
In this context, we hope that this report on Building Customer Centric Business: The
future of Financial Services would help the industry to understand the changing
banking scenario; evolving strategies for reaping maximum benefit from the
transformed financial landscape and gauge new ways of protecting one’s business
through effective debt management.

RAdm A K Verma (Retd)
Chairman, CII Eastern Region

Foreword by Deloitte

The last few years have seen the Indian economy emerge out of a slowdown
and progress on a cyclical upswing, with consumption expected to rebound as
inflation moderates. A closely-related topic is the creation of sufficient and enabling
infrastructure to support the projected Indian growth story. Over the past one year,
the government has made a number of policy announcements on encouraging
manufacturing in the country. The ‘Make in India’ program is one such policy initiative
wherein the government will try and increase the share of manufacturing of GDP over
the next 10 years.
In this report, Building Customercentric Business: The Future of Financial
Services, the role of various financial service players is highlighted at a time when
the anticipated increase in competition between incumbent banks, new universal
and differentiated banks and non-bank payments service providers is likely to
have a positive impact on branchless banking, payment platforms and digitization.
Increased competition will lead to newer and more innovative solutions focused on
customer needs and preferences at low marginal costs. This, in turn, would require
existing players to evolve their business models and change with the times in order
to remain relevant to their customers’ needs and stay competitive on costs. With this
changing landscape, the banks would increasingly need to adopt a ‘customercentric’
approach where customized and value-added products are offered on the basis
of customer preferences with a focus on creating a unique uniform customer
experience across all channels.
The pace of change in the sector has left organizations grappling with multiple fraudrelated challenges also. While financial crime appears to be a major concern for banks
as the number of incidents and value of frauds rise, there appears to be a certain lag
in the implementation of fraud risk management measures. With the current economic
slowdown and increased dependence on technology, incidents of fraud are also
expected to rise further. Continued reliance on manual controls to detect red flags and
well-known frauds such as diversion of funds and fraudulent documentation (leading
to loan fraud) continue to impact the sector more significantly than cyber-crime and
identity theft, which currently dominate the global banking fraud landscape.
Further, the financial services sector in India will be witnessing, in the near future, a
sustained push in the form of a number of initiatives and reforms from the government
and various regulators, which will facilitate both deepening and broadening of this
sector. The advent of changing regulations like Goods and Services Tax (GST), Ind AS,
Basel III guidelines, Income Tax Computation and Disclosure Standards (ICDS) and
corporate social responsibility (CSR) provisions under the new Companies Act, 2013
(‘the Company Law’) will cause a significant paradigm shift in the way the financial
services industry will evolve in the coming years.
These topics are discussed in greater detail, and some new ideas are presented in this
report, which will be useful information for you.
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Macroeconomic
Landscape
Weathering storm globally, keeping equilibrium locally
The seven years since the global financial crisis of 2008-09 have been marred by many smaller crises erupting across
the globe, as the world tried to achieve some amount of real and sustainable economic growth. In fact, there have
been multiple events that have tested the resolve of the developed economies while sometimes also threatening
to engulf the emerging economies in their wake. Coming out of the financial crisis in 2008-09, we had the onset
of the Eurozone sovereign debt crises that has flared up time and again since then, threatening the breakup of the
monetary union and possibly pushing the world economy into another recession. Alongside the European troubles
we have had tensions flaring up in the Middle East, which has led to wild swings in oil prices. As a case in point,
we have seen oil prices jump up to US$140 per barrel at their peak to a recent low of US$40 per barrel. Adding
to the already volatile mix have been central banks in the developed economies that have tried to push growth via
unconventional monetary policies such as quantitative easing.
The world has hobbled on from one crisis to another as there was support from policymakers, mostly on the
monetary front. Global growth was supported by emerging markets while most of the Eurozone was grappling with
recession and the US endured subpar growth at best. Multilateral organizations like the IMF and World Bank have
erred on the side of optimism for many years and were expecting global growth to pick up from the current year
as the US started growing closer to its potential rate while the EU came out of recession. There was recognition of
the fact that the US would have to go in for a rate hike at some point of time and that there would be uncertainty
regarding the prospects of Greece within the EU.
However, to the contrary, new issues have cropped up. The latest set of complications started with a reassessment
of growth prospects in the world economy as there was mounting evidence of slowing growth in China along with
persistent low growth in Europe and Japan, which made it hard for the markets to ignore the impact on future
earning prospects. There was another unique aspect in the sense that while all the earlier crises arose in developed
markets, this latest one has materialized in the emerging market space. At this juncture, it is important to understand
the origin of the crisis that would further help us in ascertaining the probable effects of it.
The global financial crisis of 2008 did immense damage to the Chinese economy, as approximately 20 million workers
lost their jobs, which necessitated the move towards a re-balancing of the economy. Chinese authorities responded
to the slowdown with expansionary fiscal and monetary policies geared towards increasing domestic demand-driven
consumption and creation of infrastructure. Since then China has tried to reduce its exposure to the volatility of
the world economy by trying to bolster both internal and external demand, which would help raise the portion of
growth driven by domestic demand even as trade expands alongside in absolute terms. Such a restructuring would,
hypothetically, allow the Chinese economy to benefit from global integration maintaining its development drive and,
at the same time, providing a buffer from external shocks by boosting domestic demand.
In this process of rebalancing the economy, pockets of mispricing have been created in the broader economy in
the form of excess housing units and infrastructure, inflated property prices and most recently, very high growth
rates recorded in the equity markets. Lately there have also been reports of China slowing down massively, much
more than what official figures would suggest. A closer look at the overall growth numbers show that the Chinese
economy had grown at an average rate of 10% for almost three decades up to 2010 but, last year, it grew at a mere
7.4% and the International Monetary Fund expects it to grow by 6.8% in 2015 and further slow down to 6.3% in
2016. This transition from a predominantly export-led growth model to a more domestic demand-driven model in
the present global scenario is not without risks. The most recent financial market turbulence is essentially on account
of the realization that as China slows and growth in large parts of the developed world remains muted, the major
emerging markets will also suffer as their major exports are likely to go down. As such, these circumstances raise a
non-zero probability of another global recession.
What we have essentially seen is that the issues created by the last major global crisis have not been resolved. The
world economy has been challenged from one crisis to another and grown in spurts with different parts growing at
different rates. We have had a spate of mini crises and postponement of long-term structural solutions in favour of
short-term fixes.
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The real scare that most investors have is that there is very little policy ammunition left as issues concerning growth
resurface. Monetary policies are already loose and in some cases further easing would be very difficult. As examples,
the US Federal Reserve still has its benchmark rate close to zero while the European Central Bank and the Bank of
Japan are carrying out quantitative easing every month. The concern is that central banks and governments will be
able to do little if there is another major crisis.

However, while the Indian growth story has held up until now we need to accept that India will not be immune to
the ongoing global turmoil and will get hit via the financial market and export route. Also, there is near unanimity in
expectations that India is not growing near its potential rate of growth, which could possibly be above the 8% mark.
However, in a situation where most global economies are slowing, India stands out as one of the few where growth
is likely to pick up. It is important to note that India’s exports account for barely 15% of total GDP and what we have
is essentially a domestic demand-driven economy with consumption expenditure around 70.4% of GDP as compared
to China’s 49.6%.
In midst of all the turmoil, what we have is a big opportunity to put our own house in order and potentially enjoy
many years of above-average growth. But, we have our own set of challenges. As pointed out earlier, since the
global crisis India’s growth had been above par compared to the rest of the world, which in turn meant that we as
a nation imported more than what we were exporting, as global growth was still low. This culminated in an external
account shock triggered by the announcement by the Federal Reserve that it would end its quantitative easing
program. Another major factor that has added to domestic macroeconomic woes is the persistently high inflation
since 2010 reflecting major supply-side bottlenecks. These structural bottlenecks have been present on the food
side that have led to a build-up of general inflationary pressures in the economy and further have kept inflationary
expectations elevated which feed into the services side of the economy.
Keeping these important tenets in mind, it becomes clear as to the kind of remedial steps that need to be taken. One
of the key reasons for the domestic issues has been that after the initial reform process of the early 90s, the measures
taken since have been somewhat insufficient in supporting the fast-growing economy. Over the years the Indian
economy outgrew its institutions and is in need of a new institutional framework to help it grow faster. Further,
reforms have to be taken up in the space of taxation, export policies and banking, to name a few.
On the fiscal side, while there has been progress, more has to be done. The government has charted a new fiscal
consolidation path that would bring down the fiscal deficit to a much more manageable 3% of the GDP over the
next few years. While the overall quantum of the deficit would be manageable, we should not lose sight of the
quality of the deficit. We need to minimize wasteful subsidies while implementing cash-based transfers on a much
larger scale. The cash-based subsidy transfer system is a vital cog in the whole process of providing for the needy
while cutting down on the overall quantum.
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overall resilience of the
economy in the face of such challenges while remaining the fastest growing large economy excluding China. In fact,
since the crisis, India has grown at an average rate of 7.4% while global growth has been at a subdued 3.3% despite
all of the structural supply-side issues constraining growth in this country.

The important point is that India has to start with the reforms process with some resolve and keep its
macroeconomic house in order. While there would be bouts of volatility due to adverse events around the globe, the
overall effect is likely to be short-lived and minimal if we have our main macro indicators within tolerance levels.
Reviving the economy: Impetus for economic growth & development
Now we come to the second aspect of the issue at hand and will try to address the steps required for giving growth
the needed push to arrive at equitable development. The last few years have seen the Indian economy emerge out
of a slowdown and start on a cyclical upswing with consumption expected to rebound as inflation moderates. It is
a well-accepted fact that the domestic economy has the potential to go above the 8% mark in the near term and
possibly hit the double digit mark in the next 5 years. However, such robust growth rates will not be easily achieved
and there will have to be a concerted effort to relieve the economy from some of the ills currently holding back a
full-fledged recovery.
It is important to note that the Indian economy is a major commodity and, at times, food importer. So, a global
slowdown to the extent it depresses the prices of key commodities aids the domestic growth process. It is exactly
at this juncture that domestic authorities can take some reform-oriented measures that would prove difficult under
normal circumstances. There are many areas where there are major reforms required and we will try and address the
most crucial ones.
The Indian economy is plagued by a lack of investment in productive sectors that has further affected its growth
potential. As a preliminary step, there is a need to work on addressing the stress in the banking system. At present,
the banking system is saddled with huge amounts of non-performing assets as a consequence of the slowdown of
the last few years. In fact, gross non-performing assets as a percentage of gross advances have grown from 2.3%
in 2008-09 to 4.6% in 2014-15. A closer look at the data shows that key infrastructure sectors have the lion’s share
in the NPAs of banks. These sectors are mining, iron & steel, aviation, textiles, power generation and telecom. These
sectors together contribute to over 50% of the share of stressed assets in the banking system. The issues within the
sectors are either policy-related or due to global factors. Policy issues are primarily on account of delayed project
execution, environmental clearances and land acquisition while the global slowdown has affected prices leading to
losses. Needless to say, some of these issues can be resolved by quick and simple policy fixes at the state and Central
levels. Resolution of some of these issues can give a big boost to bank lending and help in the growth of overall
infrastructure in the economy.
A closely related topic is the creation of sufficient and enabling infrastructure. Over the past year, the government has
made a number of policy announcements on encouraging manufacturing in the country. The ‘Make in India’ program
is one such policy under which the government will try and increase the share of manufacturing to 25% of GDP over
the next 10 years as compared to the current level of around 15%. However, the success of the program crucially
depends on the success of some of the other key programs such as Skill India, which aims to prepare the youth of
the country with relevant skills, and the requisite infrastructure. Back in 2012, it was estimated that India suffered
a US$1 trillion deficit
Manufacturing (% share to GDP)
in infrastructure and,
while efforts have been
2008-09
15.78
going on to fill that gap,
2009-10
16.17
much more needs to be
done. A proper network
2010-11
16.17
of roads, railways and
2011-12
16.28
telecommunications are
a necessary precondition
2012-13
15.76
for manufacturing to pick
2013-14 (P)
14.94
up in the economy.
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Another area of concern has been the persistence of supply-side bottlenecks, especially
on the agricultural front. There needs to be a continued focus on alleviating supplyside constraints to push up India’s potential rate of growth while also bringing in more
efficiency as far as policy execution is concerned. While the current decline in inflation
is on account of global commodity prices and weakness in domestic demand, we
should focus on creating a benign inflationary environment regardless of temporary
factors like erratic rains and commodity price swings. The agricultural sector is
constrained by major supply-side bottlenecks and continues to be highly dependent on
the monsoon rains. The need of the hour is more investment in the form of irrigation
networks, thereby reducing dependence on monsoons and ensuring the creation of a
pan-Indian market to iron out state-wise distortions.
Alleviation of supply-side issues can also have a positive effect on inflation and
inflationary expectations. India has endured high levels of inflation since the global
crisis, which has resulted in further expectations of high inflation getting entrenched in
the public mindset. As such expectations tend to be adaptive, meaning that they only
change after a sustained change in realized inflation, we need a sustained period of low
and stable inflation to moderate those expectations. A sustained period of low inflation
would also mean lower policy rates, that would then aid investments.
The Indian economy is mainly driven by domestic demand, with investment being
intrinsic to the growth story. That being said, the fact that gross capital formation
has predominantly been declining in recent years is a worrying sign for policymakers.
Stalling of projects has widely been accepted as a key reason for the decline in
investments within the economy.
Factors such as lack of environmental and land acquisition clearances, lack of promoter
interests, escalating costs, unfavorable markets as well as lack of funds and supply-side
bottlenecks need to be addressed which are crucial in reviving the increased stalled
projects in recent years. As of December-end 2014, stalled projects amounted to Rs
8.8 lakh crore according to the Economic Survey for 2014-15.
Through its initiatives on reviving the economy, the government has taken credible
steps in addressing this issue. By addressing the revival of the infrastructure and
manufacturing sectors, among the worst hit due to stalled projects, the current
government has focused on resolving such issues. According to the latest report
published by the Centre for Monitoring Indian Economy (CMIE), the value of stalled
projects in the country has declined substantially to Rs 79,300 crore at the end of
the June quarter, compared with Rs 2 lakh crore in the corresponding period of the
previous year. Further, the number of projects under implementation increased by
8.4% in Q1 of 2015-16.
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However, the worrying part has been the fact that this decline in stalled projects
has mainly been effected by scrapping of major projects. Also, the number of new
projects announced by the government in Q1 of 2015-16 has gone down by 53%.
Hence, a more robust policy addressing the issue of stalled projects as well as creating
an environment encouraging implementation of new projects will go a long way in
supporting growth.
On the taxation front, one of the major policy decisions pending has been the Goods
and Services Tax (GST). The GST is a comprehensive tax levied on manufacturing, sales
and consumption of goods and services at a national level. It is a tax on goods and
services with value addition at each stage having comprehensive and continuous chain
of benefits from the producer’s/service provider’s point up to the retailer’s level, where
only the final consumer bears the tax. Presently, a plethora of taxes and different tax
bases have created an extremely complex tax structure which is quite cumbersome,
leading to cascading of prices for a number of commodities as well as breeding a
degree of uncertainty among tax payers. A uniform tax rate will address both these
issues as a set tax range will reduce uncertainty as well as help in reducing compliance
work. The other major advantage of implementing the GST is that by widening the tax
base, the government will generate higher tax revenues. The GST is expected to add
1%-2% to the overall GDP. It is also expected to create a unified market under a single
tax regime which will translate into lower business costs, better movement of goods
across states etc. all leading to lower cost of production. It will also benefit exports as
GST will make manufactured goods a lot more competitive in the international market.
Further, in the long run, the lower tax burden due to the unified market created by the
implementation of GST is expected to result in lower prices on goods and services for
the final consumer, which would in turn reduce inflationary pressures. This can be a
major step in improving the overall ease of doing business in India.
Overall, it is quite evident that after some years of slower growth, the domestic
economy is in a much stronger position. Importantly, growth has moved above the 7%
mark even with the existence of constraints. India surely has the capability to reach
double digit levels of growth and addressing the key issues mentioned above would
help in achieving this aim.
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Interplay of Regulatory
Changes on Business
Environment
What are regulations in the financial services sector for? If the objective of all regulation is to protect the depositors and
ensure a safe financial system, does it come at a cost? In this chapter, we will explore the recent regulatory changes,
their intent, potential (unintended) consequences and the cost of adherence for banks and the financial system.
In the aftermath of the global financial crisis, regulators have been determined to set out regulations that try to address the
deficiencies that precipitated the crisis. The scope of regulatory changes range from banking structures, business models,
corporate governance to new rules for capital and leverage, resolution plans and enhanced disclosures. There has been a longstanding debate about the benefits of rule-based regulation and principle-based regulation. A rule-based regulation is very
specific on the dos and don’ts and leaves very little for the regulated entities’ imagination. A principle-based regulation, on the
other hand, sets out broad principles and expectations and the entities adopt an approach most appropriate for them.
Before the crisis, regulators had been leaning towards a principle-based approach which was focused on the
outcome of regulation. Deviating from the trend, the recent regulations set out the specific rules, without any
ambiguity. These include enhanced quality of capital and capital ratios, specific rules for liquidity risk, leverage ratio
etc.. Additionally, there is emphasis on ensuring that the G20 countries implement the guidelines with minimal
changes based on national considerations, so that consistency and comparability are maintained across jurisdictions.
We will discuss the impact of some of these key regulations in the subsequent sections.
Indian Accounting Standards
Introduction
The convergence of Indian Accounting Standards (Ind AS) with the International Financial Reporting Standards
(IFRS) is closer than you think, with the Ministry of Corporate Affairs (MCA) now notifying the Companies (Indian
Accounting Standards) Rules, 2015 (the ‘Rules’) in the Gazette of India (G.S.R. 111(E)). The Gazette Notification
includes as an Annexure all the notified Ind AS and is in line with the Notification issued by the MCA on its web-site
on 16 February 2015. The Rules specify the Indian Accounting Standards (Ind AS) applicable to certain class of
companies and set out the dates of applicability as follows:

Phase I
Mandatory for accounting periods on or after 1st April, 2016 (comparatives for the periods ending 31st March, 2016 or as appropriate)

A
Those whose equity and/or debt securities
are listed or are in the process of listing on
any stock exchange in India or outside
India and having net worth of Rs.500
crores or more

B
Companies, other than those covered in
“A”, having a net worth of Rs.500 crores
or more

C
Holding, subsidiary, joint venture or
associate companies of companies
covered under (A) or (B).

Phase II
Mandatory for accounting periods on or after 1st April , 2017 (comparatives for the periods ending 31st March, 2017 or as appropriate)

A
Companies whose equity and/or debt
securities are listed or are in the process of
listing on any stock exchange in India or
outside India and not covered in Phase I

B
Companies, other than those covered in
“A” or in Phase I and having a net worth
of Rs.250 crores or more but less than
Rs.500 crores

C
Holding, subsidiary, joint venture or
associate companies of companies
covered under (A) or (B).

To begin with, companies to which Ind AS are applicable should prepare their first set of financial statements
in accordance with the standards effective at the end of the first reporting period. This essentially means that
companies preparing financial statements applying the Ind AS for the accounting period beginning on 1 April, 2016
should apply the Ind AS effective for the financial year ending as on 31 March, 2017.
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Implications
The adoption of Ind AS has put India onto the centre stage of clear and high quality
financial reporting. However this can also be challenging as India will be the first
country to adopt Ind AS 109 Financial Instruments and Ind AS 115 Revenue from
Contracts with Customers while the rest of the world will apply the corresponding IFRS
9 and IFRS 15 only from 1 January 2018. This would also have its own advantages
since India Inc. will not need to keep changing its policies for the important aspects
of accounting. However, as on date, the MCA is to take a final view based on
recommendation of the National Advisory Committee on Accounting Standards
(NACAS) to defer the adoption of Ind AS 115.
The other key implications of adoption of Ind AS will be as follows:
• Retroactive restatement will be required of certain historical figures that may lead to changes
in a company’s key indices including revenue, profit, financial position and net worth.
• Accounting would now be driven more by substance than form, which would result in
accounting reflecting the rationale and economics of a transaction. This would have a
fundamental impact on the financial statements as a whole.
• The company’s capitalization, profit earnings, net worth and debt covenants will also be
impacted since there are significant differences in accounting instruments for debt or equity.
• Ind AS is a fairer and more value-driven system, and this would lead to a change
in accounting policies, thus leading to a significant change in the accounting of
financial instruments.
• The quantum of disclosures will increase manifold with more qualitative disclosures being
provided to the investors so that the financials can provide more meaningful information.
Though Ind AS would impact every aspect of financial statements i.e., assets, liabilities, equity,
revenue, and expenses, the major impact for organizations will be felt in the following areas:
Revenue recognition provides for comprehensive guidelines wherein companies will
be required to meticulously analyse their business contracts to identify transfer of control,
whether ‘at a point in time’ or ‘over time’, which will significantly impact the timing and
extent of revenue recognition. Complexities over fulfilling performance obligations and
ascertainment of variable considerations would become imperative to recognition of revenue.
Business combinations which will be implemented only on the basis of ‘acquisition
method’ and not ‘pooling of interest’ method barring a few exceptions. Further, acquisitions
of assets and liabilities would now be measured and recorded at a fair value. Also, due to
fair value accounting, intangible assets such as customer contracts, lists, trademarks, brands
acquired as a result of the business combination would now be recognized by the acquired
entity. Also, goodwill if any as a result would be tested for impairment.
Consolidation of group companies will now undergo a massive change as the scope
of consolidation and the definition of ‘control’ is being widened. This will lead to
consolidation of entities that may have not been consolidated in the past as well as
de-consolidation of certain other entities.
Financial instruments will impact all industries and not just financial services industries. The
use of fair value and amortized cost in recording will increase manifold, while the classification
and measurement of financial assets will now be driven by the entity’s business model. A
new impairment model based on expected credit losses will apply and a new general hedge
accounting model will allow entities to reduce profit or loss and balance sheet volatility.
Building Customercentric Business The Future of Financial Services
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Impact on Business:
The Ind AS journey is critical and every company will need to develop its own
roadmaps and decide on transition strategies. The board of directors and management
of companies will need to explain the changes impacting from Ind AS conversions to
their stakeholders. These changes are enumerated below:
Major ERP or finance
transformation project
Major
acquisition

Legal and
Regulatory
Treasury
Contract
management
Risk
management
objective

Level of knowledge
Competitors' actions
Access to capital

Information
technology
Controls
framework

Existing and future business

Presentation of Ind AS financial statements
Differences between Indian GAAP and Ind AS

Indian GAAP

Organizations should begin to address and manage critical issues now in order to ensure a smooth transition to Ind
AS. As a first step, the management should have an understanding of the potential impact and implications that a
transition to Ind AS could have on external and internal stakeholders.
Thinking ahead
Although converting to Ind AS will present challenges, we believe it will be worth the effort. Capital markets do
not function effectively without a solid foundation of trust and confidence. Comparable, transparent, and reliable
financial reporting provides a fundamental pillar of trust that enables global markets to function more effectively, and
facilitates international investments.
Improved transparency in financial reporting by a principal-based reporting system that requires consistent
application across an organization. Ind AS would require the management to use better judgement in making
assertions supporting the measurement and recording of transactions.
Increased impact on external financial reporting through increased disclosures. Ind AS will require significantly
more enhanced disclosures than the current Indian GAAP requirements. Companies will need to disclose accounting
policies, judgements and estimates and additional qualitative and quantitative information related to significant
transactions.
Far-reaching effects on business and processes through adoption of uniform accounting policies, contractual
agreements and covenants and compensations linked to financial reporting.
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Ind AS

Changing regulations
Quantity and Quality of Capital
The inability of banks to withstand the stress during the crisis has been attributed in part to the Basel II guidelines
which set out the requirements on adequacy of capital. Consequently, the revised framework is an affirmative action
to enhance both the quality and quantity of capital required. As set out in the Basel III guidelines and adopted by
the Reserve Bank of India, banks in India are expected to maintain 5.5% of common equity capital and 7% of Tier 1
capital (with explicit criteria for eligibility) by 31 March, 2019. In addition, there is a requirement to maintain counter
cyclical buffer (CCB) of 2.5%, which will take the total minimum capital requirement including CCB to 11.5%. In
case of D-SIBs, there is another add-on of up to 0.6%. When the Pillar II capital requirements are considered, the
minimum expected capital may go up by another 2%. Hence, a capital requirement of about 14% will be required for
the current level and risk profile of assets. [Basel III capital requirements have been adopted in a phased manner and
India is observed to be ‘compliant’ in the transition phase as per the RCAP assessments of 2015 undertaken by BCBS.]
The Basel III capital adequacy guidelines aim to improve the cushion to absorb losses arising out of business activities.
However, a larger pool of capital is not going to address the problem of insolvency if banks continue to take larger
risks, though it is a desired effect. An additional regulation to introduce new risks (CVA) for capital adequacy,
introduction of leverage ratio, and the impending amendments to risk-weighted assets are expected to address the
concerns of unabated growth of risky assets.
The increase in capital ratios has created an acute need for raising capital and developing innovative methods for efficient
use and allocation of capital. It is expected that banks need about Rs 70,000 – Rs 1 lakh crore from the equity markets in
the next few years. This requirement may go up further if bad debts increase further, resulting in lower internal accruals.
Given that the price-to-book value in some cases is already trading at a discount, a further capital infusion will be difficult and
may potentially dilute the ROE if any. Investors will be wary of backing banking stocks at a time when market participation is
crucial. Further, banks in a bid to maintain the capital ratio and the leverage ratio may tighten the credit flow, necessitating
the obligors to explore the capital market and shadow banking avenues for their funding needs, adding new dimensions of
risk to the financial system. In the pursuit of generating a higher ROE, banks may take higher risks or pass on the costs to the
customer. Inability to generate internal accruals and raise capital could lead to active consolidation in the industry.
To address the issue of capital scarcity, banks may need to take proactive steps in adopting innovative techniques
for risk-based capital allocation and improving the retained earnings position. Drawing up a long-term strategy, a
funding plan and an early engagement with the markets through full disclosure may help establish credibility and
examine the expectations of investors.
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Liquidity Measures
A prominent risk that played out during the global financial crisis was the liquidity risk which led to the failure of
some financial institutions, caused considerable stress to most market participants and increased the credit spreads
in the funding market. It was particularly challenging for the firms that relied on call and money markets to fund less
liquid assets. To address the concerns of potential liquidity stress in the future, the Basel III guidelines set out explicit
rules for short-term and long-term resilience and enhancing disclosures.
The shorter term liquidity coverage ratio (LCR) requires banks to hold sufficient high-quality liquid assets to withstand
stress prolonged over a one-month horizon. Indian banks are required to adhere to LCR in a phased manner starting
with 60%, and going up to 100% by 2019. The draft guidelines for NSFR have been issued by RBI in May 2015.
The purpose of net stable funding ratio (NSFR) is to ensure that banks hold a minimum amount of stable funding
based on the liquidity characteristics of their assets and activities over a one-year horizon. Both the quantitative
measures counterbalance the short-term and the medium-term liquidity risk which rapidly crystallizes under stress. It
is expected that, as a result of these measures, banks will make adjustments to the business funding and deployment
models during the transition phase to enhance the resilience of the bank’s balance sheet to liquidity stress.
However, appreciating the benefit of these measures is not intuitive in markets/geographies which have not
experienced severe liquidity stress. The arguments against the measures gain further ground where liquidity measures
are already in place in the form of mandatory reserve ratios.
The potential impact of LCR is that, banks will be driven to focus on retail deposits which have low runoffs due
to their stability. Banks with limited geographic reach will find it particularly challenging to meet the full-blown
requirements of LCR due to paucity of CASA (Current and Savings account) deposits, and they may resort to
predatory market practices that may affect their NIM (Net Interest Margin) in the immediate future and disrupt
the market for all banks. Further, the challenge is amplified with the advent of specialized banks, armed with
technological solutions, focusing on this segment. On the other hand, the cost of borrowing for SMEs and corporates
will increase due to a liquidity load factor, thereby reducing the elasticity of the monetary policy (reduction in
borrowing cost with reduction in policy rates).
HQLA (HIgh Quality Liquid Assets) is required to be maintained in addition to the 21.5% SLR and 4% CRR (Note:
7% of SLR can be considered as HQLA). HQLA generate a low yield, affecting the Net Interest Margin adversely. The
imposition of a stock of HQLA will impede the flow of credit to the real economy. Further, the cost of HQLA, SLR and
CRR (negative yield, or opportunity cost) will adversely affect the bank’s ability to reduce the borrowing cost.
A reduction of 50 basis points of SLR will generate Rs 43,000 crore of additional funds. Hence there will be an
expectation for reduction in SLR during the later years of transition.
While NSFR may come into effect from 1 January, 2018, it is expected to have a dampening effect on long-term
lending as liquidity profiles are adversely affected through illiquid debt. Banks are expected to either respond by
reducing the tenor of their exposures or forwarding the compliance costs to the obligor.
The rationale and the measures from BCBS to address the liquidity risk per se address the gaps in regulation that
caused large-scale panic in the financial markets. The regulators may consider steps to mitigate the potential
regulatory arbitrage for shadow banking entities which are not burdened with these requirements. As for the
banks, a deliberate move towards cash flow pattern analysis may result in structural changes to the sourcing and
deployment of funds.
Framework for OTC Trades
The financial crisis has highlighted the lack of transparency in the OTC derivative market featuring the limitations of
the valuation models, the circular nature counterparty credit exposure arising from the derivative trades that had a
domino effect on the financial markets. After the crisis, there has been an overhaul in the regulations focusing on
twin aspects of industry practices and new regulations. Routing transactions through CCPs, collateralization of OTC
trades and increased capital requirements for trading activities are some of the elements that are influencing the
trading activities of banks.
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Regulations in the Pipeline
Large Exposures: Concentration risk arising out of exposures to a single obligor or a group of related obligors, has
been recognized as a Pillar II risk under the Basel II framework. However, the methodologies for measurement and
mitigation have been largely developed by banks independently. With a view to achieving a consistency in definition
and assessment of large exposures, a supervisory framework has been set out which will come into effect from 1
January, 2019. As per the framework, the sum of all the exposure values of a bank to a single counterparty or to a
group of connected counterparties must be less than 25% of Tier 1 capital under Basel III framework. In India, while
the single/group borrower limits exist [15% of capital funds (Tier 1+ Tier II) up to 25% and 40% of capital funds up
to 55%] there will be a drive towards international convergence, including the definition of a group which should
consider both control relationship and economic interdependence. The current exposure norms are proposed to be
replaced by the Large Exposure framework which redefines single and group borrowers.
The proposed framework, if implemented, will reduce the limits for group borrowers. Further, there is a specific
guidance on the measurement of exposure eligibility criteria for risk mitigation under the revised framework. Along
with the reporting requirements and mandatory market participation, this proposed regulation is expected to have an
impact on the bank’s commercial banking business.
Revisions to Standardized Approach
The deficiencies of Basel II framework have been addressed through Basel III – capital requirement, liquidity
measures, counterparty credit risk and leverage ratio. Further amendments are under consideration to plug the
limitations of the RWA calculations. To this end, consultative papers have been issued by BCBS for credit risk,
operational risk and IRRBB.
The aim of the revised standardized approach as proposed by the BCBS is to tackle weaknesses in the current
approach. Since the revisions will be used to calculate the floor for credit risk capital, the proposed revisions are
applicable to all banks including those on advanced approaches. The revised standardized approaches, if adopted in
their current form, will have a significant impact on the banking sector. Not only could RWAs increase significantly
under certain circumstances, but volatility of RWAs could also increase if the proposed risk drivers are more sensitive
to the economic cycle than external ratings were.
Concluding Remarks
Regulation will continue to evolve to control the unscrupulous practices of the financial industry. It is important for
the regulator to demonstrate that the deficiencies that have led to undesired industry practices are plugged, in time.
This can help establish confidence on the industry at a minimum and on individual participants at best.
However, there is no debate that some of the recent regulations make compliance to them very tedious and requires
significant changes in the business/revenue models and increases the cost of compliance. The onerous capital
requirements are expected to make the sector less attractive to investors and more prone to risk-taking in order to
generate the requisite ROE. Investors will have to be reconciled with the fact that the industry will be subjected to
stringent guidelines that may having a telling impact on the returns and also the business model.
Granted that regulatory focus will continue to ensure the financial system is safe and reduce its adverse impact on
the real economy. But regulators also implicitly take the responsibility of developing the sector and ensuring that the
measures don’t stifle the industry. Discussion papers/consultative documents and impact studies are a step in the
right direction to assess the reaction and impact that new regulations may have on the industry. Business models/
products will evolve to overcome the challenges posed by new regulations. After all, banks have succeeded thus far.
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Goods and Services Tax / Income Computation and Disclosure Standards
Introduction
Raghuram Govind Rajan, when appointed as the RBI Governor stated that, “Any entrant to the central bank
governorship probably starts at the height of their popularity. Some of the actions I take will not be popular. The
Governorship of the Central Bank is not meant to win over votes or Facebook ‘likes’. But I hope to do the right thing,
no matter what the criticism, even while looking to learn from the criticism.”
As expressed by Mr. Rajan, banking is the fulcrum of a nation’s economy and therefore banks are required to
be highly regulated and organized by prescribing rules, guidelines and disclosure norms. The banking industry is
one of the basic facilitators of economic growth and any irregularity in the banking industry directly affects the
country at a macro level. The financial reporting and disclosure of banking companies in India are regulated by the
Banking Regulation Act 1949, the Companies Act 2013, the rules of the Securities and Exchange Board of India, the
guidelines of the Reserve Bank of India, the recommendations of the Institute of Chartered Accountants of India
(‘ICAI’) and of the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision.
The newly introduced Income Computation and Disclosure Standards (‘ICDS’) and the proposed Goods and Services
Tax (‘GST’) will increase the disclosure and compliances and would have significant impact on the banking industry.
Income Computation and Disclosure Standards
The Finance Minister, in his 2014 Budget speech recognized the urgent need to converge the Indian Accounting
Standards with the International Financial Reporting Standards, and thus proposed that the new Indian Accounting
Standards be adopted by the Indian companies in a phased manner. He further mentioned that standards for
computation of tax would be notified separately.
Accordingly, the Central Board of Direct Taxes, on 31 March 2015, notified 10 Income Tax Computation and
Disclosure Standards (‘ICDS’), under Section 145(2) of the Indian Income Tax Act, 1961 (‘Act’), effective from the
financial year 2015-16 i.e. with effect from 1 April 2015. The ICDS are applicable to all taxpayers earning income
under the head ‘profits and gains from business or profession’ or ‘income from other sources’.
It is important to note that the preamble to each ICDS states that in case of a conflict between the Act and ICDS, the provisions
of the Act will prevail. Further, a taxpayer is not required to maintain separate books of accounts for the purposes of ICDS.
Separate disclosures have also been prescribed under each ICDS. However, the manner and format of such disclosures
is yet to be notified. Given this, it is important for taxpayers to consider the impact of ICDS since it would not only
affect taxable income but also workings for deferred tax and tax provisions. Currently, there are Accounting Standards,
RBI guidelines and existing income tax provisions for the purpose of accounting, and computing the taxable income
thereon. However, with effect from FY 2015-16 (i.e. AY 2016-17) the taxable income will also be governed by the ICDS.
While all of the ICDS may not apply to the banking sector, the sections having an impact on banks could be:
1. ICDS IV (Revenue Recognition)
2. ICDS VI (Foreign Exchange)
3. ICDS VIII (Securities)
4. ICDS X (Provisions, Contingent liabilities and Contingent assets)
ICDS IV, which deals with Revenue Recognition, specifies an approach to computing interest income, i.e. interest is to be
recognized on the basis of time. For instance, debt securities purchased by a bank having interest due every six months
ending June and December, may have to offer to tax the interest income till March instead of considering the entire
income in June. Even discount or premium on debt securities held has to be offered to tax over the period to maturity.
ICDS VI, dealing with effects of changes in foreign exchange rates from fluctuations, states that the exchange
differences for non-integral foreign operations must be recognized as income/expense instead of the current
treatment of recognizing the same as reserves.
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ICDS VIII on Securities specifically states that it does not apply to securities (which include derivatives) held by banks,
while ICDS I (Accounting Policies) highlights that marked-to-market (‘MTM’) loss may not be recognized unless the
recognition of such loss is in accordance with the provisions of any other ICDS. Therefore, there is an ambiguity on
recognition of MTM loss on securities held by banks.
Recognition of a provision as per ICDS X is required when it is ‘reasonably certain’ that an outflow of resources embodying
economic benefit will be required to settle the obligation. However, Accounting Standard 29 prescribes recognition of a
provision based on ‘probability’ and not on ‘reasonably certainty’. This could open another area of litigation for taxpayers.
While the above gives a snapshot of ICDS’s impact on the banking sector, it will be imperative for taxpayers to fully
understand and analyze the impact of ICDS on their taxable income.
Goods and Services Tax
The Hon’ble Finance Minister, Mr. Arun Jaitley while addressing a conference of chief commissioners and director
generals of the Central Board of Excise and Customs (‘CBEC’) recently mentioned, “It is a reform which almost all
states have favored. It's a reform which almost every political party has committed itself to. And I have not the least
doubt that in every state we had some questions raised but eventually the GST is an idea which everybody accepted
and therefore, sooner than later, the constitutional amendment should see the light of the day.”
The most significant indirect tax reform in the post-Independence period is the proposed GST, and its implementation
is no longer a distant dream in India. The passage of the Constitutional Amendment Bill in the Upper House of the
Parliament shall affirm this view. GST will have a far-reaching impact on almost all aspects of business operations in
the country, not only on tax function, but also pricing of products and services, supply chain, IT, accounting and tax
compliance systems. It is expected that GST would be beneficial to the growth of the economy and to businesses. It
will widen the tax base and yet reduce the level of distress of taxpayers. GST will be a booster to the nation’s GDP. It
will create a common Indian market and reduce the cascading effect of tax. GST will impact tax structure, incidence,
computation, credit utilization and reporting, leading to a complete overhaul of the current indirect tax system.
The treatment of financial services has long been viewed as one of the more technical and difficult areas in valueadded taxation. Financial intermediaries add value by reducing transaction costs for clients. While in principle this value
add should be taxed under a comprehensive VAT, this has proven to be difficult because of measurement issues. The
predominant approach adopted in most countries – albeit with several variations – has been to exempt most financial
services from VAT. This was the approach adopted in Canada at the initiation of the GST just over 25 years ago. The
said principle was also adhered to by the United Kingdom while implementing UK VAT. Financial services of granting
of loans, operating a current or savings deposit account, dealing with money, securities for money or orders for the
payment of money and such other related financial service transactions are exempt from payment of UK VAT.
It is an irony that, although service tax is exempt from interest income earned by banks in India, the banking and financial
services sector has been the third-largest contributor (after being the top contributor in 2010 to 2012) to the service tax
revenue collection in India, just lagging behind telecommunication and general insurance sectors (see table below).

Service Tax Revenue Collection
Revenue in INR (in Crores)
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Source: Report of Comptroller and Auditor General of India. Figures of 2014 are as per provisional Finance Accounts.
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Banks’ sources for revenue generation are broadly derived from two streams: interest
and processing/transaction fees. Other sources include providing foreign exchange
services, credit card/debit card services, wealth management, broking services etc.
In the current scenario, interest income is exempt from levy of service tax while
processing/transaction fees attract service tax. It is anticipated that GST will also
continue to exempt interest income and tax fees/charges on processing/transaction
fees and other such related fees.
Compliant with the federal structure of India, it is proposed that GST will have two
levies: Central GST (‘CGST’) and State GST (‘SGST’). Both CGST and SGST would be
levied on the basis of the destination principle. The proportionate of both the levies,
although not determined, will apply to supply of goods and services made within the
State. An Integrated GST (‘IGST’) (aggregate of CGST and the SGST of the destination
State) will apply to inter-state supply of goods and services.
CENVAT credit rules pertaining to availment and utilization of credit have certain
restrictions since Interest income is exempt from service tax. Currently, the CENVAT
provisions require reversal of half of the total CENVAT credit availed by a banking
institution. Further, banks are not permitted to avail VAT credits on procurement of
goods which are necessary to provide services. Implementation of GST will allow better
credits across goods and services with minimum restrictions.
Concluding Remarks
Banks today are not merely economic entities but also the pillars on which the overall
financial economic growth depends. The ICDS and the proposed GST will impact
the overall business and functioning of the banking industry. As stated above, GST
cannot be considered as a mere tax reform but a total business reform affecting all
the functions in the organization. A proactive approach to deal with GST will not
only benefit the bank to attain operational efficiency and better working capital
management but also give the final consumer a better customer service experience.
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New-age Banking: Branchless
Banking, Payments Platform
and Digitization
Introduction
Over the past decade, the banking sector in India has witnessed a sustained push in the form of a number of
initiatives and reforms from the government as well as the Reserve Bank of India (RBI), and has grown significantly
in terms of customer base, coverage and business. These initiatives and reforms have facilitated both deepening
and broadening of the sector. Key among these initiatives has been the Pradhan Mantri Jan-Dhan Yojana (PMJDY).
Between 2011 and 2014, due to the sustained efforts from the government as well as the regulator, bank account
penetration in India increased from a low 35% to a more respectable 53% (World Bank, 2014). In absolute terms,
India added 175 million new bank account holders during this period.
While progress has been made, there is no denying the fact that a significant gap still remains. There is still a dearth
of banking infrastructure in rural and semi-urban centres. India is significantly behind other developing economies in
terms of physical banking infrastructure, with just 12 bank branches and 13 ATMs per 1000 adults, compared to, say,
Brazil, which has 4 times as many branches and 10 times as many ATMs per 1000 adults. In order to achieve greater
penetration of physical banking infrastructure comparable to other leading countries, banks in India would have to
increase their branch networks by at least 2 times and ATM networks by at least 10 times. This begs the question – Is
this really necessary?
Country

Commercial Bank Branches
(per 1000 adults)

ATMs
(per 1000 adults)

United States

34

--

United Kingdom

22

127

Australia

31

164

Korea

18

290

Canada

24

223

Brazil

48

131

Russia

38

156

China

8

47

India

12

13

Source: World Bank Data 2014

With India’s large expanse and difficult terrain in many places, banks incur excessive setup and operating costs for
branches and ATMs in the hinterland, i.e. in areas with significant unbanked/under-banked population. And with
capital being scarce, banks have a limited appetite for making large-scale investments to expand their physical
infrastructure in these areas. This explains why banks have been striving to find newer and more innovative means to
expand coverage economically and at the same time, be effective in service delivery.
Bridging the physical divide – branchless banking, payments platform & digitization
Over the years, the RBI has played a supportive role in increasing banking outreach and financial inclusion,
encouraging banks and other financial services providers to adopt various branchless banking channels. This support
has been instrumental for these players in exploring new and innovative ways to acquire new customers and also
serve their existing customer base efficiently and effectively. In the following paragraphs, we assess certain key
branchless banking channels.
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Number of BC Outlets (in Thousands)
398

Business correspondents
For instance, the RBI issued Business Correspondent
(BC) guidelines in 2006 that paved the way for
branchless banking through agents. Business
Correspondents are retail agents engaged by banks
for providing basic banking services at locations
other than a bank branch/ATM. Following a number
of measures prescribed by the regulator to fix
accountability and mitigate risks associated with
BCs, this channel has now matured and been able
to increase financial inclusion considerably along
with adequate consumer protection. Banks have
significantly ramped up their BC network over the
years – from just over 80,000 BC touch points in FY11
to nearly 400,000 in FY14.
Mobile banking
More so than the BC channel, mobile banking has
been instrumental in increasing reach for banks.
Mobile banking allows banks to service customers
as per the customers’ convenience and, at the same
time, be cost-effective in comparison with traditional
‘brick and mortar’ banking. This has come on the
back of high (and growing) penetration and usage of
smartphones, especially in urban and semi-urban areas.
Accordingly, mobile banking has grown exponentially from just over Rs 1,800 crore in FY12 to over
Rs 103,000 crore in FY15.
POS payment network
Banks are also heavily investing in growing their
electronic payments footprint via point-of-sales (POS)
terminals at merchant establishments. They have
doubled their reach from 6.6 lakh POS terminals in FY12
to 11.3 lakh in FY15. This growth in the POS network
has boosted the value of transactions being carried out
via debit and credit cards at POS terminals from around
Rs 1,50,000 crore in FY12 to over Rs 3,11,000 crore in
FY15.
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Speech by Mr. R. Gandhi, Deputy Governor at Sastra University, Campus Kumbakonam on April
18, 2015; Speech by Dr. K.C. Chakrabarty at 32nd Summit on 6 June, 2013
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Growth in POS Terminals and Transactions
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Prepaid payment instruments
In the past few years, the pre-paid payment instruments
(PPI) market has witnessed tremendous growth, with
non-bank PPI products fuelling most of this growth.
Due to the greater ease and convenience that these
instruments offer to a customer in carrying out
day-to-day payments transactions as compared to
traditional payment modes, there has been significant
growth in the usage of such instruments. PPI usage has
grown from around Rs 6,200 crore in FY12 to over Rs
21,000 crore in FY15. Seeing this trend, the banks have
also started launching their own PPI products.
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Aadhaar-based payments
The government and the RBI in the recent years have also been pushing for ‘Direct Benefits Transfer (DBT)’, using
Aadhaar as a medium. Aadhaar enrolments, coupled with the government’s focus on electronic disbursement of
subsidies, are playing a big role in facilitating a new ecosystem where beneficiaries get their due subsidies directly,
eliminating intermediaries and, thereby, leakages. The LPG subsidy has been a case in point. With over 89 crore
Aadhaar enrolments1, there is significant potential for including the ‘excluded’ in the banking system.
Stakeholders driving change
There are a few other forces that are driving the push towards greater use of branchless banking, i.e.:
Changing customer expectations
Customers are increasingly demanding more from their banks in terms of offerings, access and quality of service. This
has led to banks focusing their efforts on offering additional channels and value-added services that suit customers’
lifestyles and reduce service turnaround time. The impact can be seen with multiple banks launching newer versions
of mobile banking apps as well as new prepaid payment apps catering to specific payments needs of their customers.
Rise and Rise of digital payments
National Payments Corporation of India (NPCI) has also played a major role in shaping the financial services landscape
with implementation of multiple payment initiatives such as RuPay, Automatic Clearing House (ACH), Electronic
Clearing System (ECS), Aadhaar Enabled Payment Systems (AEPS) and Immediate Payment System (IMPS). These
initiatives have allowed the banks and payment operators to design faster transaction systems facilitating secured
transaction cycles and boosting the customer’s trust in these systems.
Sustained push from the Regulator
RBI has been progressively honing its guidelines around BCs, mobile banking and transaction security, to ensure that
consumer protection is not compromised with the increasing reach of banking services on the back of technology.
This has allowed banks to adjust their business models and expand reach to the unserved regions of the country
without introducing undue risks in the financial services ecosystem.
Further, the RBI issued two universal banking licenses and gave in-principle approval to eleven payments banks. This
measure is expected to further increase innovation and uptake of branchless banking in India.

1
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New disruptive players & technologies
Further, the e-commerce industry is leading the way for mobile-based interaction with customers. PPI operators have
also followed their lead and have on-boarded significant number of customers on their platforms. These players are
disrupting the way in which buyers and sellers of goods and services used to interact with each other.

"Mobile apps are the best platform for Myntra today
as they allow you to integrate with contacts,
calendar, and camera, which can be used to
improve the user's experience in a number of ways,"
– Prasad Kompalli, Head of e-commerce platform, Myntra

“Snapdeal has seen robust traffic via m-commerce,
with over 75% orders coming through the mobile
platform…”
– Anand Chandrasekaran, chief product officer, Snapdeal

Views of E-commerce players on changing operating models towards mobile and tier 2 Cities

"Focus on tier-II cities, rather than just metros,
worked for Snapdeal very well. In tier-II cities, ecommerce is a 'need to have', while for the tier-I
and metro cities, it is 'nice to have’"

“We have not decided whether we should go app
only or not. But we are thinking seriously about how
to win on mobiles. M-commerce will be a huge
focus area for us”

– Executive, Snapdeal

– Mukesh Bansal, head of commerce at Flipkart

What does the future hold for banking in India?
For a long time, banks have focused on offering their products and developing their channels and customer base
around them. With the changing landscape, the banks would increasingly need to adopt a ‘customercentric’
banking approach where products are customized and value-added products are offered on the basis of customers’
preferences. Banks would also need to focus on creating a uniform customer experience across all channels.
New NPCI-led initiatives are also expected to change the payments experience in a big way. The upcoming Bharat
Bill Payment System (BBPS) and the ‘Unified Payments Interface’ have the potential to significantly change the way
banking and payments transactions are carried out.
The anticipated increase in competition between incumbent banks, new universal and differentiated banks and
non-bank payments service providers would likely have a positive impact on branchless banking/payments platforms
and digitization. Increased competition may lead to newer and more innovative solutions which are more sharply
defined to meet customer expectations. New entrants who don’t have the benefit of legacy physical infrastructure
can be expected to be especially nimble in adopting these newer ways and more innovative approaches to acquire
and sustain customers at low marginal costs. They may also likely study and bring to India innovations in branchless
banking from across the globe. This in turn would require existing banks to evolve and change with the times in
order to remain relevant to their customers’ needs and stay competitive on costs.
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Cybercrime and
Disruptive Technologies
Introduction
Technology trends and a shift to digital business, accompanied with the revolution in the smart systems have caused
a massive re-positioning of the financial services market from a fundamentally labor-based model to an automated
processes driven business model. We see an emergence of new, agile and hitherto largely unregulated players which
are disintermediating the traditional incumbents. Regulation is making it harder to innovate and to grow, whilst legacy
strategy, infrastructure and thinking are preventing the existing players from responding aggressively to these threats.
Disruptive innovations in financial services industry
Disruptive innovation describes the process by which a product or service is introduced through basic propositions,
targeting a small consumer segment. As it becomes more popular, the product or service gains such momentum that
it threatens established competitors. We are seeing an increasing number of disruptive innovations, with products
and services being offered by increasingly powerful alternative financial services providers seeking to disintermediate
a large incumbent’s stranglehold on areas such as payment, financing and deposits.
Disruptive innovations will emerge as both an opportunity and a threat to banks. Digitization is a threat to traditional
banking models but can also be an opportunity for banks that respond. The following sections illustrate how
disruptive innovations are affecting financial businesses around the world.
Omni-channel banking: Managing consumer interactions across multiple channels
Adoption of technology resulting in higher penetration of mobile, internet, and smartphones cutting across consumer
segments and geographies is changing consumer behavior, including buying behavior, with social networking, peer
reviewing of products, and online research becoming the norm. Digital payments are becoming significant in India,
and evidence of digital disruption is mounting in the financial industry.
Channel preferences in banking have shifted significantly among younger and wealthier segments toward
non-branch channels. The internet is making headway in the generally older affluent and mass-affluent segments,
where ATM usage is the norm; for younger generations, on the other hand, the internet has become a preferred
channel.
Banks must integrate across channels. This entails generating digital demand with smart tools, intuitive product
choices, and use of direct channels for customer self-services. Digital banking is about more than enabling digital
channels. Banks that successfully manage multiple channels by creating a seamless customer experience, rethinking
branch formats, and using data strategically will be able to withstand competition and pressure from new technology
players. They will also be better positioned to capture the loyalty of emerging and new customer segments.
Mobility: Transacting and functioning on smart phones
Popularity and increase in usage of mobile devices made it imperative for banks to develop mobile based applications.
Banks scurried to respond to the rapid adoption of mobile platforms by providing basic services, which were quickly
superseded by fully-functional mobile applications for performing banking transactions such as mobile peer-to-peer
money transfer, bill payments, as well as wallet applications.
Process externalization via the Cloud
The next generation of process externalization has created ripples across the financial services industry. Traditionally,
organizations were required to buy packages – hardware, software, solutions – from several vendors, look for system
integrators who would design and implement them and lastly onboard a partner who would assist in management
and operations of all of these components in the information technology world. The organization was also expected
to manage the compliance and mandates from regulations within their industry, ensuring they are audited regularly.
Essentially, the organization was expected to perform all these activities, as well as the security of their business, in
order to keep up with cybercrimes.
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This was not only time-consuming and expensive, but it limited the organization to the
vision of the services given by their vendors and service providers. The software and
hardware had to be compatible with the accounting software implemented by the
financial services provider.
Cloud computing came up with a practical solution – while they could “own” the
technology they opted for, the management of vendors and service providers as well
as the housekeeping of the implemented technology is taken care by the cloud service
providers.
The evolving cyber threat landscape
The business and technology innovations that financial services companies are
adopting in their quest for growth, innovation, and cost optimization are in turn
presenting heightened levels of cyber risks. These innovations have likely introduced
new vulnerabilities and complexities into the financial services technology ecosystem.
For example, the continued adoption of alternate channels such as ATMs,
kiosks, internet, mobile, cloud and social media technologies has likely increased
opportunities for attackers. Similarly, the waves of outsourcing, offshoring, and
third-party contracting driven by a cost-reduction objective may have further diluted
institutional control over IT systems and access points. These trends have resulted in
the development of an increasingly boundary-less ecosystem within which financial
services companies operate, and thus a much broader “attack surface” for the threat
actors to exploit.
• Account takeovers: Cyber criminals have demonstrated their abilities to exploit
our online financial and market systems that interface with the internet, such as the
Automated Clearing House (ACH) systems, card payments, and market trades.
• Payment systems: Fraudulent monetary transfers and counterfeiting of stored
value cards are the most common result of exploits against financial institutions,
payment processors and merchants.
• ATM skimming: ATM skimming is also a prevalent global cyber-crime. A criminal
affixes a skimmer to the outside or inside of an ATM to collect card numbers and
personal identification number (PIN) codes.
• Point of sale (POS) terminals: Point of sale (POS) terminals have been a primary
target for cyber criminals engaging in credit card fraud and have resulted in the
compromise of millions of credit and debit cards the United States.
• Mobile banking exploitation: As more mobile devices have been introduced into
personal, business, or government networks, they have been increasingly targeted
for stealing PII. Cyber criminals have successfully demonstrated man-in-the-middle
attacks against mobile phones using malware.
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Multi-pronged approach to managing cyber risks
Financial services firms have traditionally focused their investments on becoming secure. However, this approach is no
longer adequate in the face of the rapidly changing threat landscape. Put simply, financial services companies should
consider building cyber risk management programs to achieve three essential capabilities: the ability to be secure,
vigilant, and resilient.
Enhancing security through a “defense-in-depth” strategy
A good understanding of known threats and controls, industry standards and regulations can guide financial services
firms to securing their systems through the design and implementation of preventative and risk-intelligent controls.
Based on leading practices, financial services firms can build a “defense-in-depth” approach to address known and
emerging threats. This involves a number of mutually reinforcing security layers both to provide redundancy and
potentially slow down the progression of attacks, if not prevent them.
Enhancing vigilance through effective early detection and signaling systems
Early detection, through the enhancement of programs to detect both the emerging threats and the attacker’s moves,
can be an essential step towards containing and mitigating losses. Incident detection that incorporates sophisticated,
adaptive, signaling, and reporting systems can automate the correlation and analysis of large amounts of IT and business
data, as well as various threat indicators, on an enterprise-wide basis. Financial services companies’ monitoring systems
should work 24/7, with adequate support for efficient incident handling and remediation processes.
Enhancing resilience through simulated testing and crisis management processes
Resilience may be more critical as destructive attack capabilities gain steam. Financial services firms have traditionally
planned for resilience against physical attacks and natural disasters; cyber resilience can be treated in much the same
way. Financial services companies should consider their overall cyber resilience capabilities across several dimensions.
First, systems and processes can be designed and tested to withstand stresses for extended periods. This can include
assessing critical online applications for their level of dependencies on the cyber ecosystem to determine vulnerabilities.
Second, financial services firms can implement good playbooks to help triage attacks and rapidly restore operations
with minimal service disruption. Finally, robust crisis management processes can be built with participation from
various functions including business, IT, communications, public affairs, and other areas within the organization.
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Concluding remarks
Technology is dramatically reshaping financial services. As consumer behaviors evolve, traditional players are facing new
competitors in direct and mobile banking. In the payment market, cash and credit cards are giving way to digital alternatives.
Cyber attacks on financial services companies are both increasingly diverse — and therefore unpredictable — and are
also here to stay. When the attack severity increases, it may likely be a resilient and flexible cybersecurity model that
can prepare financial services companies to survive the inevitable cyber risks. As such, financial services firms should
consider raising their level of preparedness and evolve into a new cyber risk management paradigm that strives to
achieve three fundamental qualities:
• Being secure against known threats through risk-driven investment in foundational, preventive controls and policies;
• Being vigilant by improving the ability to detect emerging threats and anomalous patterns amidst the highly
complex and data-saturated environment;
• Being resilient to enable the organization to recover from attacks as quickly as possible and minimize both direct
and indirect damages.
Actionable threat intelligence derived from a wide range of sources and well-defined governance processes, which
instill cyber risk awareness, accountability, and effective continuous adaptation, can be critical fuel in driving
this paradigm shift. For many firms, what are now typically called IT risk management programs can evolve into
executive-driven cyber risk management programs that are an integral part of strategic business planning.
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Corporate Social Responsibility
– Making an impact
Emergence of CSR to meet social development needs of India
As per the World Bank report released in July 2015, India ranks at 9th position in terms of GDP, whereas 21.9% of
its population still remains below the national poverty line and around 24% of its population earns $1.25 a day or
less2. In spite of being the world’s fourth-largest economy, the economic growth of India is not reflected in alleviating
major socio-economic issues, viz. poverty alleviation, education, healthcare, etc.
The Government of India and NGOs have been working since decades to alleviate social evils. Clearly, the biggest
challenge is not only the lack of resources, but also bandwidth, considering the size of our population.
Therefore, one of the major initiatives towards social development undertaken by India is introduction of Corporate
Social Responsibility (‘CSR’) provisions under the new Companies Act, 2013 (‘the Company Law’) with the objective
of involving the huge corporate base to address and alleviate socio-economic issues prevalent in the areas of their
operations. As generally understood, CSR is expected to be the commitment of business to contribute to sustainable
economic development, working with employees, their families, the local community and society at large to improve
quality of life, in ways that are both good for business and good for social development.
In 2014, when the CSR provisions were introduced, it was expected that contributions to the tune of Rs 15,000 crore
to Rs 20,000 crore would be made by the corporate on account of CSR spend3.
Brief overview of key CSR provisions and compliances
The Ministry of Corporate Affairs (‘MCA’) announced the mandatory CSR spend of 2% of net profit of the eligible
companies in specified activities as provided in Schedule VII of the Company Law. If any company meets any of the
financial criteria i.e. turnover of Rs 1000 crore or more; net worth of Rs 500 crore or more or net profit of Rs 5 crore
or more, they would be subject to mandatory CSR spend of 2% of its average net profit of past three financial years
towards the specified activities.
The Board of Directors, in its Director’s Report are required to provide the details of the CSR projects undertaken by
the company. In case of no CSR spend or shortfall in CSR spend, the Board of Directors are required to provide the
reasons for the same. The CSR activities undertaken by the company are not only required to be published in the
Director’s Report but also on the company’s website in a prescribed format. In a nutshell, this information would be
open to public scrutiny and could potentially lead to formation of ‘public view’ with respect to the manner in which
the company pursues/undertakes its CSR projects. At present, there is no specific penalty clause prescribed under the
Company Law for not spending the CSR money but penalty prescribed for not disclosing the CSR policy/projects by
the company in its Director’s Report. Clearly, the intention of the government is to begin on a “soft” note with ‘name
and shame’ policy and, depending upon the compliances undertaken by the company, to introduce penalty for not
spending towards CSR projects in future.
The MCA has also issued CSR rules in 2014 to lay down the principles/manner for undertaking CSR work and
guidance on what will qualify as CSR expenditure or not.
People often confuse CSR compliances with ‘cheque writing’ or ‘pure philanthropic activity’, but it is actually more
than that. When CSR compliances are read in totality, one can deduce that it is more like investing in social sector
and assessing the said investments on a continuous basis. Hence, as the law stands today, it expects companies
through board-level CSR committees to be actively involved in CSR rather than making a mere charity offering.
To that extent, CSR provisions have entrusted such committees with the responsibilities of formulation of CSR
policy, providing recommendation on CSR projects, allocating expenditure for each project as well as monitoring
mechanisms for implementation of CSR policy. In the end, it is the Board of Directors who would provide approval to
the policy and ensure that 2% is spent towards the intended CSR projects.
In terms of implementation, corporates can either implement the CSR projects through in-house teams or through
NGOs with a good track record. They can also set up their own foundations for implementing the projects.
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CSR law – Impact on Banking sector and certain open issues
In any economy, financial sector plays a vital role in the economic development of the country. Given the increasing
pressure of balancing social and economic needs of society, CSR is the need of the hour to align with the economic
growth as well as social development growth of the nation.
Banking companies have expressed their commitment to social sector even prior to mandatory CSR law. Prior to
introduction of CSR provisions, banking companies were undertaking the following key broad initiatives as CSR
initiatives which could be classified as specific to banking sector:
• Lending to priority sector to promote self-sustainable livelihood projects;
• Financial inclusion and financial literacy;
• Adoption of village;
• Rural development and skill development initiatives; etc.
As a matter of fact, RBI also has been instructing banks in the past to open rural branches, organize financial literacy
camps, forming self-help groups, etc. as some of the measures to promote the needy section of the society who
have been deprived of their basic banking needs.
On environmental sustainability, banks had been undertaking initiatives towards going green and reducing their
carbon footprints by promoting paperless transactions. Other initiatives taken by the banking industry includes
solar and Biometric ATMs to enable easy banking facilities, business correspondent model, opening of basic saving
deposits account (no frills account) etc.
While the banking sector have been undertaking the above initiatives with CSR intent in mind, certain challenges
have surfaced due to the specific language of CSR provisions and rules.
• To begin with, as per the RBI instructions, banks can spend up to 1% of their previous year’s profits towards social
objectives as against the 2% mandated by CSR law. This issue is pending for disposal at the MCA level and as
of now there is no clarity whether banks are required to spend 1% of their net profits (as per RBI instructions) or
spend 2% of their net profits (as per the Company law).
• Under the law, any activity having business nexus would not be regarded as CSR activity. In the context of the banking
sector, there is a very thin line and various initiatives (viz. sustainable livelihood projects, financial inclusions, village
adoption, etc.) undertaken by the banking sector with CSR intent could be challenged as these initiatives could potentially
have some form of business nexus for the banking sector, even if done with no intention of getting customers. Hence,
this issue is not free from doubt about whether these initiatives undertaken by the banks are CSR or not.
However, it would be worthwhile to note that Hon’ble Prime Minister’s Jan-dhan Yojana, in a non-technical sense
and for all practical purposes can be regarded as CSR project falling within the limbs of ‘financial inclusion’ initiative
undertaken by the banking sector.
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• Under the guidance and instruction of RBI, banks are undertaking financial literacy
camps on an ongoing basis. CSR rules specify that any activity which is undertaken
due to statutory requirements or mandated by law, will not be considered as CSR.
Therefore, any activities carried out by banks, if mandated by RBI, may not be
regarded as CSR activities.
• CSR rules have been amended to include the administrative overheads under the cap
of 5% of total CSR spend. This amendment has brought ambiguity on whether salary
paid to one’s own employees and NGO staff directly involved in CSR, should be
considered as part of overall CSR spend or subject to the said 5% overheads cap.
• A few private banks with foreign shareholding are planning to implement projects
by way of setting up separate foundations or by giving contributions to NGOs.
However, the banking industry has raised a concern with regards to applicability of
Foreign Contribution Regulation Act, 2010 (‘FCRA’) to foreign-owned Indian banks,
which requires prior approval from the FCRA as any contributions from foreignowned Indian banks are regarded as foreign source and, accordingly, a foreign
contribution. Generally, it takes considerable time and efforts on obtaining approval
to receive foreign contributions from the FCRA authorities.
Summing Up
CSR is expected to increase the availability of funds towards the deprived sectors
as well as to address the pressing needs of Indian economy through channelized
sources. The objective of CSR provisions is to achieve social and environmental
impact by shifting part of the social burden from Government to the private sector.
An optimistic estimate of total CSR spend for year 2014-15 is at around Rs 20,000
crore contributed by over 10,000 companies3. However, it has had a disappointing
start and as per initial media reports, nearly 2/3 of the listed companies have failed
to spend the minimum 2% CSR4 spend and revised estimate of total CSR spend is
around Rs 5,000 crore5. Since it is just a beginning and there are no set parameters to
measure the success of CSR activities, therefore it would be too early to comment on
the success of this initiative. The government has already formed a high-level panel
committee to suggest steps to monitor CSR initiatives and would be launching a CSR
data analytics platform soon. In the coming years, we can expect some clarifications
on conflicted issues and implications in case of non-compliance. Hence, the journey
has just started, and we are a long way from home!!!

2

3

4

5
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Protecting Your Business –
Effective Debt Management
Background
The Indian banking sector is experiencing a plethora of
changes as it gears up to meet international standards,
while balancing its commitment to financial inclusion.
Banks are facing a tidal wave of regulatory requirements
and are increasingly under regulatory scrutiny. The last
two years have been particularly significant from a fraud
risk management perspective, with the Reserve Bank of
India (RBI) issuing several directives aimed at improving
governance and implementation of a robust anti-fraud
systems and controls to counter fraud risks.
The pace of change in the sector has left banks
grappling with multiple fraud-related challenges. While
financial crime appears to be a major concern for banks
as the number of incidents and value of frauds rise,
there appears to be a certain lag in the implementation
of fraud risk management measures. With the current
economic slowdown and increased dependence on
technology, incidents of fraud are also expected to rise
further, which has also been substantiated through a
recent survey conducted by Deloitte in India (Deloitte
India Banking Fraud Survey report, Edition II). Continued
reliance on manual controls to detect red flags and wellknown frauds such as diversion of funds and fraudulent
documentation (leading to loan fraud) continue to
impact the sector more significantly than cyber-crime
and identity theft, which currently dominate the global
banking fraud landscape.

Figure 1. Percentage change in fraud incidents encountered by the Banking
industry in the last two years
Less than 5%
Increased by 5% - 10%
Increased by 10% - 20%
Increased by 20% - 50%
More than 50%
No Change

Figure 2. Areas within the organization that have encountered fraud incidents

Private banking
Corporate banking
Treasury department
Priority sector lending
Administration / procurement
Retail banking

Current scenario
Since the developments in the 1990s, the entire banking
products structure has undergone a major change.
With de-regulation, increased competition and the
IT revolution making it possible to provide ease and
flexibility in operations to customers, banks are also
evolving and trying to become a one-stop financial
supermarket. Over the years, frauds in the sector have
become more sophisticated and have extended to
technology-based services offered to customers. The
Indian banking sector too is experiencing the pain
due to increase in fraud incidents with 93% of the
respondents6 indicating that fraud has grown over the
last two years.

6
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Source: Responses received to the Deloitte India Banking Fraud
Survey, Edition II

Figure 3. Reasons for the increase in fraud incidents within an organization

22%
18%
14%
14%
12%
10%
4%
4%
2%

Lack of oversight by line manager or senior
management on deviations from existing processes
Business pressure to meet
targets
Lack of tools to identify
potential red flags
Collusion between employees
and external parties
New Technology/channels
Difficult business scenario
Changes to business strategy without
changes in business processes
Introduction of new products
without adequate controls in place

Lack of a fraud risk framework
within the organization

While most respondents have indicated an overall
increase in fraud incidents across all banking segments,
it comes as no surprise that retail banking has been
identified as the major contributor to fraud, followed by
corporate banking. Survey statistics also reveal that the
frequency, volume and gravity of instances of fraud has
gone up over the past few years. Combined with a rise
in the number of fraud incidents and the loss incurred
per incident, it is possible that fraud may be significantly
impacting profitability and perhaps partially contributing
to the rising NPA levels.
Retail banking is considered relatively more
process-oriented, requiring significant control and
meticulousness over the due diligence carried out while
on-boarding a customer. Given the limited resources
banks have to monitor these processes and adequately
verify documents/information as well as the increasingly
fragmented nature of customer information available,
the risk of fraud becomes significantly high, requiring
banks to invest significantly in preventive mechanisms.
In case of corporate banking, the key challenge for a
bank is to ensure that the borrower utilizes the funds for
the purpose stated in the loan sanction, and periodically
reports progress, while meeting the loan repayment
criteria. While this may not appear to be as processdriven as retail banking, the absence of standard process
and automation makes end-use monitoring in corporate
banking more challenging compared to the fraud risks
in retail banking. The Reserve Bank of India’s annual
report (2013-14) puts NPAs from retail banking at 2%,
whereas NPAs from corporate banking were at 36%7.
Given the size of transactions in corporate banking and
the challenges mentioned above, it is important that
banks implement a robust monitoring mechanism postsanction and disbursement of facilities and be vigilant
about early signs of stress within the borrower accounts.

7

Source: RBI Annual Report 2013-14
http://rbidocs.rbi.org.in/rdocs/Bulletin/PDFs/RBIARE210814_FULL.pdf
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Way forward for banks?
Although organizations can never eliminate the risk of fraud entirely, it is important to have controls that can
effectively detect and prevent fraud. Efficient internal controls and data analytics can help identify frauds faster and
thereby help banks limit the loss incurred. Some of the trends observed in the recently released Deloitte India Banking
Fraud Survey report (Edition II) indicate that frauds in the banking sector are most commonly detected either through
customer complaints, an internal or external tip or during account audit/reconciliation.
Typically, the fraud detection mechanism has an impact on the time taken to detect fraud and thereby a cascading
effect on the recovery of the fraud loss amount. In the Deloitte India Banking Fraud Survey report (Edition II),
approximately 30% of the survey respondents indicated that it took them 6-24 months to detect fraud. In the
context of increasing incidents of frauds in general and in loan portfolios in particular, RBI released a framework
on dealing with loan frauds with the objective to help direct the focus of banks on aspects relating to prevention,
early detection, prompt reporting to the RBI (for system level aggregation, monitoring and dissemination) and the
investigative agencies.
The key to any anti-fraud program is to have a framework in place that will not only prevent fraud but also be
able to detect fraud incidents as soon as it transpires. An effective fraud risk management solution can help banks
manage fraud risks in a manner consistent with regulatory requirements, as well as with the entity’s business needs
and marketplace expectations. The key features which should necessarily be part of any organization’s fraud risk
management program include the following:

What should Banks be doing

What is the regulator looking at
• Accurate and detailed fraud data
and analysis necessary to assess
where and why there is a fraud
risk
• Systems and controls should be
capable of prevention, detecting
fraud risk at an early stage

Risk assessment
Communication and training
Intelligence gathering
Enhance due diligence
Improved sanctioning process
Proactive data analysis

1.
2.
3.

Enhanced whistleblower policy and
mechanism
Auditing and monitoring
Early warning signals

1.
2.
3.
4.

Incident response
Specialist audit
Systems/process enhancements
Submission to RBI/ law enforcement

Prevent

Detect

• Developing Early Warning Systems
(EWS) and Red Flag Accounts
(RWA)
• Role of RBI, CBI and Central
Economic Intelligence Beaurau
(CEIB) in collecting and sharing
fraud related data

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Respond

An analysis of the fraud incidents provided by the respondents, as part of the survey, indicates possible control
failures throughout the process as shown below. The aim of a good fraud risk management framework is to help
institutions prevent frauds or assist in detecting fraud as soon as it occurs.
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Pre-Sanction

Background Checks

“Loan applications offer significant flags that can help
identify discrepancies in the loan process.”

“Are you aware of the accuracy of claims made by
companies and individuals you are going to provide
the facility”

• Loan misrepresentation cannot be detected by a
review of supporting loan documentation alone.
• Loan applications offer high-level information that
can be cross-reference on the Internet for integrity.
• Third-party originators (brokers) know how an
application must appear in order to get approved,
and can use that to their advantage.
• The only way to obtain a complete picture of a
borrower’s current situation is to review section of
the application and supporting documents?

• Assessment of the integrity and reputation of a local
management and the promoters
• An assessment of the business practices of the
borrowers potential business partners/ dealer/
suppliers.
• Obtain information on a company you are planning
to provide facility.
• Identify conflict of interests/ other business interests
and past issues if any.

Continuous Monitoring

End use monitoring

“Banks also need to be vigilant from the frad
perspective at the time of annual review of accounts.”

“Having invested in a project and/or providing
continued financial support, banks want to ensure
that the borrower utilizes it from the said purpose”

• Assessment of annual reports including financial
statements, stock audit reports to identify trends,
profitability, concentration of debtors/creditors and
other issues?
• Obtain market intelligence about client from
vendors, competitors?
• Monitor adherence to coenants?
• Identify anomalies in nature and dealings with key
third-parties?

• Identify instances of diversion of money for non
business plan related activities
• Identify red flags in cases of siphoning of funds
• Monitor utilization of funds according to the
sanction terms
• Identify potential accounts/banking relationships
which are not part of consortium/not declared by
borrower

Prevention of fraud
Amongst the four pillars of the framework to deal with loan fraud, one of the most important focuses on the
pre-sanction or sanction process. The loan application and their supporting documents provide significant red flags
that can help identify issues. A good understanding of how financial statements can be manipulated and how
lenders may mislead by inadequate or improper disclosures can go a long way in identifying and preventing frauds.
Non-financial information is another aspect that should be taken into due consideration. Conducting due diligence
on the borrower/borrowing entity at the sanction stage can provide useful information on a company’s operations as
well as integrity/reputation of the borrower. This is specifically true in the case of SME organizations where sufficient
information may not be available in the public domain. Investment in undertaking market intelligence can help
identify issues related to market/business practices, conflict of interests, etc.
Detection of fraud
Having invested in a project and/or providing continued financial support, banks should also ensure that the
company:
• Utilizes funds according to pre-decided milestones on project implementation
• Conducts operations in accordance with the agreed business plan
• Reports fairly the expenditure incurred and does not divert money for non-business plan related activities
• Reports fairly the results of its operations
• Meets the loan covenants
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As part of the monitoring policy, banks should
undertake a detailed review of the various submissions
made by the borrowing entity. This can include review
of internal audit reports and board resolutions, stock
audit reports, financial reports, monitoring temporary
overdrafts etc. This, combined with market intelligence
can help provide significant warnings related to the
misuse of funds by the company as well as perhaps help
identify instances of siphoning/ diversion of funds at an
early stage.
Response to fraud
A tone that indicates zero tolerance towards fraud goes
a long way in propagating a disciplinary culture within
an organization. Any response to fraud should be swift
and effective. This includes not only reporting to the RBI
and investigating agencies, but also undertaking a root
cause analysis to identify the control weaknesses, if any.
Concluding remarks
Across the financial services industry, regulatory
requirements are becoming broader in scope and more
stringent. The focus of regulators on issues such as
corporate governance, risk culture, capital adequacy,
liquidity, operational risk etc. are driving change
throughout the financial industry. The impact of these
more stringent regulatory requirements are significant
for many institutions as they demand more attention
from the management, creating restrictions on business
activities, additional documentation for regulators as
well as affecting the profitability of different lines of
business, and increasing costs of compliance. Regulators
are also turning their attention to qualitative issues, such
as risk culture and the effectiveness of internal controls.
As institutions prepare to comply and adjust to the
new environment for risk management, they will need
flexibility, in both their business models and compliance
programs. Financial institutions that have the ability to
respond flexibly to the continuing series of regulatory
changes, coupled with effective risk governance, strong
analytical capabilities, and clear and consistent risk data,
may be better placed to steer a steady course though
the ever-shifting risk management landscape.
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About CII

The Confederation of Indian Industry (CII) works to create and sustain an environment conducive to the development
of India, partnering industry, Government, and civil society, through advisory and consultative processes.
CII is a non-government, not-for-profit, industry-led and industry-managed organization, playing a proactive role
in India´s development process. Founded in 1895, India's premier business association has over 7900 members,
from the private as well as public sectors, including SMEs and MNCs, and an indirect membership of over 200,000
enterprises from around 240 national and regional sectoral industry bodies.
CII charts change by working closely with Government on policy issues, interfacing with thought leaders, and
enhancing efficiency, competitiveness and business opportunities for industry through a range of specialized services
and strategic global linkages. It also provides a platform for consensus-building and networking on key issues.
Extending its agenda beyond business, CII assists industry to identify and execute corporate citizenship programmes.
Partnerships with civil society organizations carry forward corporate initiatives for integrated and inclusive
development across diverse domains including affirmative action, healthcare, education, livelihood, diversity
management, skill development, empowerment of women, and water, to name a few.
In its 120th year of service to the nation, the CII theme of “Build India- Invest in Development, A Shared
Responsibility”, reiterates Industry´s role and responsibility as a partner in national development. The focus is on four
key enablers: Facilitating Growth and Competitiveness, Promoting Infrastructure Investments, Developing Human
Capital, and Encouraging Social Development.
With 66 offices, including 9 Centres of Excellence, in India, and 8 overseas offices in Australia, Bahrain, China, Egypt,
France, Singapore, UK, and USA, as well as institutional partnerships with 312 counterpart organizations in 106
countries, CII serves as a reference point for Indian industry and the international business community.

Confederation of Indian Industry
The Mantosh Sondhi Centre
23, Institutional Area, Lodi Road, New Delhi – 110 003 (India)
T: 91 11 45771000 / 24629994-7 ; F: 91 11 24626149
E: info@cii.in; W: www.cii.in

Confederation of Indian Industry (Eastern Region)
6, Netaji Subhas Road, Kolkata-700001.
Phone: 22307727/28/1434/3354
Fax: 22301721, 22312700
E: ciier@cii.in
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